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Abstract: Traditionally, the basic concepts of energy, exergy and embodied energy are founded in the field of 
physics. But since these concepts have environmental, technical and economical significance as well, it may 
be advantageous to explain, interpret and apply them in a more universal manner in line with their 
multidisciplinary traits. Some argue that science not clarified and unified technical and ecological 
viewpoints. To address meaningfully many of the problems facing humanity today, a set of conditions for the 
performance of sustainable technical systems must be formulated. Here, the benefits are demonstrated of 
using exergy concepts to understand the efficiencies of electrical technologies and systems and to guide 
improvement efforts. Although exergy applications in electrical engineering are uncommon, exergy clearly 
identifies efficiency improvements and reductions in thermodynamic losses for electrical technologies and 
systems. Hence, the research reported here aims to demonstrate, in terms of sustainability, the usefulness of 
the embodied energy and exergy concepts for analyzing electric devices which convert energy, particularly 
the electromagnet. To accomplish this objective, a dualist view is adopted, incorporating technical and 
environmental dimensions. The information provided by energy assessments is shown to be less useful than 
that provided by exergy and prone to be misleading. It is concluded that exergy has a significant role to play 
in evaluating and increasing the efficiencies of electrical technologies and systems, and should prove useful 
to engineers as well as decision and policy makers. 
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1 Introduction 
Within a framework of sustainable development, 
the exergy concept, which is a measure of energy 
quality, can be used to enhances understanding and 
help improve the efficiencies of technical systems 
which convert energy and matter [1-6]. According 
to the laws of thermodynamics, energy is never 
destroyed during a process, although it can change 
from one form to another, but exergy can be 
destroyed. While energy is a measure of quantity 
only, exergy is a measure of quantity and quality or 
usefulness. Exergy is a measure of the potential of a 
system to do work. Exergy analysis overcomes 
many of the deficiencies of energy analysis, 
identifying properly the causes, locations and 

magnitudes of inefficiencies. Thus, exergy has an 
important role to play in increasing efficiencies of 
energy systems and technologies, within energy 
optimization and engineering modeling studies. 
Exergy can also identify better than energy the 
environmental and economic benefits of energy 
technologies [4].  

Many feel that exergy is applicable only to 
systems or studies involving thermodynamics, in 
areas like mechanical and chemical engineering [7-
10]. Consequently, the full value of exergy is not 
achieved because it is neglected or underutilized in 
other fields. One such area is electrical engineering, 
where exergy applications are uncommon.  
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Sustainability concepts can be applied in a simple 
way within the framework of “industrial ecology.” 
Such an approach provides an alternative view of 
systems and equipment which convert energy and 
materials [11-16]. Industrial ecology seeks 
analogies between anthropogenic technical systems 
and natural ecosystems and, on a more holistic 
level, considers industrial systems and ecological 
systems as parts of the same overall system, the 
industrial ecosystem. An important implication of 
this approach is that the behaviour and laws of 
natural systems should be used in assessing the 
viability of human technical systems, according to 
the model of an ecosystem. 

This paper goes on to describe exergy and exergy 
methods as well as their applicability to electrical 
devices. Examples are used to illustrate the use of 
exergy as a tool to understand and improve 
efficiency. The objective is to understand better 
how efficiencies, energy flows and exergy losses 
for electrical systems, thereby assisting efforts to 
improve them. 
 
2 Dualist View of Electromagnets 
Many examples can be used to demonstrate how 
exergy methods improve understanding of 
efficiencies and help increase them. This paper 
presents an overview of the operation of 
electromagnets, which are not only an element of 
many control and protection electrical devices (e.g., 
constituting the motor element in electromagnetic 
contactors, relays, circuit-breakers and switchers), 
but also a small-scale system. In the dualist view 
taken here, the electromagnet system is taken to be 
surrounded by two environments: a technical one 
and an ecological one. Within the technical 
surroundings, the electromagnet system is closed, 
whereas within the ecological environment the 
electromagnet is seen as an open system. The 
gradient relative to the electromagnet surrounding 
reference frame is observed as different from the 
structure of the device and its reference 
environment. This consideration implies that the 
“energy losses” is only a correct notion only taking 
into account the technical reference frame. For the 
ecological reference frame, more appropriate terms 
are “energy flows” and “exergy losses”. 

In line with these concepts, it would be useful to 
determine the analogies between the ecosystems 
and electrical systems regarding the key features of 
structure and function. One significant feature is 
that the changes in ecosystems are not continuous. 
A second feature emphasizes that the changes, seen 
as ecological loops, have temporal scales varying 
from slow accumulation to abrupt release of that 

capital. The latter can occur at specific times or at 
locations of increased vulnerability. In this paper, 
starting from these assumptions, we approach with a 
dualist view two essential aspects in the 
electromagnet theory: (1) assessing the energy 
embodied in the field of a electromagnet without 
elements in motion (i.e., an electromagnet with an 
immobile armature) and evaluating, on this basis, 
the static and dynamic inductances of the circuit; 
and (2) exergy analysis on the basis of the useful 
mechanical work developed by the magnetic field 
forces when the electromagnet armature is in motion. 
 
2.1 Energy and Exergy Balances 
An industrial ecosystem does not have a single 
equilibrium point. Rather, the system moves among 
multiple stable states. The transient regime of an 
electromagnet supplied by a constant voltage source 
represents a system movement between two points 
of equilibrium. We consider an electromagnet with a 
ferromagnetic core and an immobile armature [17-
19]. The excitation coil (made from copper Cu) with 
w turns has an electric resistance r [in Ω]. At the 
instant (at time t = 0) the excitation winding is 
connected to a constant voltage source U = ct., a 
current i appears, which increases from a value of 0 
(the first stable state of this industrial ecosystem) to 
the steady-state regime value Is = U/r (the second 
stable state), following the curve shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Evolution in transient regime of the 

electromagnet winding current when the ferromagnetic 
core is fixed. 

 
In the current diagram i = i(t) in Fig. 1, the 

quantity L/r = τ  represents the delay time electric 
constant of the circuit. Normally, the current i 
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reaches the steady-state regime value Is after 4τ to 5τ. 
From the physical-technical viewpoint, during the 

transient regime, all electromagnetic processes of the 
circuit are governed by the Electromagnetic 
Induction Law. Consequently, the following 
equations are obtained: 
 

                          

φψ

ψ

⋅

⋅

 w= 
dt

d - = e

e= ir + U -

                                (1) 

 
Consequently, we can write U = ri + dΨ/dt, which 

indicates that the applied voltage to the 
electromagnet winding terminals is balanced in the 
transient regime by the drop voltage ri on the coil 
resistance and by the electromotive back force -e = 
dΨ/dt induced in the coil. The latter is caused by the 
total flux variation Ψ = wΦ, where Φ denotes the 
fascicular flux. 

With these expressions, the energy balance of the 
electromagnet can be obtained during the transient 
regime within the technical reference frame: 

 

                    (2) ψ
ψ

d i + dt ir = dt iU
0

2
t

0

t

0

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ ∫∫∫
 
or 
 
                                                    (3) mJ W + W= W
 

where  represents the electric energy 

provided by the supply source,  

represents energy losses by the Joule effect, and 

 is the energy embedded in the 

magnetic field. 

dt iU = W
t

0

⋅⋅∫

ψ
ψ

d i 
0

⋅∫

dt ir = W 2
t

0
J ⋅⋅∫

= W m

We establish subsequently the exergy balance for 
the same transient regime, noting that exergy is a 
measure of the potential of a system or flow to cause 
change, as a consequence of not being completely in 
stable equilibrium relative to a reference 
environment. Unlike energy, exergy is not subject to 
a conservation law (except for ideal, or reversible, 
processes). Rather exergy is consumed or destroyed, 
due to irreversibilities in any real process. Within the 
ecological reference frame it is instructive to not 

refer to energy losses, but rather to express energy 
flows and exergy losses. The exergy balance within 
the ecological reference frame can be written on the 
basis of the input-output method as 

 
               X+ X = X mJ Δ                           (4) 
 

where X represents the input exergy, XJ the 
destroyed exergy (by the Joule effect) and ΔXm the 
embedded exergy (or embodied or stored energy) in 
the magnetic field of the electromagnet.  

Consequently, the magnetic field exergy can be 
obtained from the input exergy after the exergy 
losses (in the coil) are determined.  

After the transient regime, the winding current 
reaches the steady-state value Is = U/r and the 
magnetic flux also attains a constant value 
corresponding to the stable regime Ψ = ct. This 
regime begins at the moment when dΨ = 0 and the 
electromagnet system reaches a new equilibrium 
point. In this stable state the energy embedded in the 
magnetic field remains constant and all the energy 
from the source W offsets coil conductor exergy 
losses XJ. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Electromagnet characteristic ψ = f (i): (a) coil in 

the air; (b) coil on the ferromagnetic core. 
 

The destruction of exergy during the transient 
process between the two equilibrium points is not 
caused only by the electromagnetic coil. Since the 
total magnetic flux (of the winding with w turns) Ψ = 
wΦ depends on the fascicular magnetic flux Φ = BS 
and because the induction curve B = f(H), 
corresponding to the iron core magnetizing 
characteristic, which is non-linear, the resulting total 
flux Ψ depends on the current, i.e., Ψ = f(i). The 
corresponding a curve is represented in Fig. 2. The 
linear dependence indicated at position (a), 
corresponding to the straight line Ψ = Li with L = ct, 
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corresponds to the excitation coil without a 
ferromagnetic core (coil on the air). 

Also, the non-linear curve Ψ = f(i) shown at 
position (b) corresponds to the winding on a 
ferromagnetic core. The shape of curve (b) reflects 
the non-linearity of the iron core magnetizing 
characteristic and depends both on the dimensions 
and type of the core material, and on the total 
magnitude of the electromagnet air gap. 

Corresponding to the non-linear curve Ψ = f(i) at 
position (b), the magnetic field embodied energy 
ΔXm (in the case of a constant air gap) corresponds to 
the hatched surface in Fig. 2. That is, 

 

                    (5) )(01  surface= d i = X 1

X

0
m1

1

ψψ⋅Δ ∫
 

For any point on the characteristic Ψ = f(i), the 
ratio between the total magnetic flux Ψ and the 
current i, which is positive, represents the static 
inductance Ls (see Fig. 3): 

 

                     
α

ψ

tg = (i)L = L

0 > 
i
(i) = L

ss

s                                (6) 

 

 
Fig. 3. Defining static inductance Ls and dynamic 

inductance Ld using the variation of total magnetic flux 
with current. 

  
The static inductance Ls is variable and depends on 

the current i, as shown in Fig. 4. 
In the case of windings on a ferromagnetic core, 

we define the dynamic inductance Ld (see Fig. 3) by 
the relations: 

 

           βψ tg = (i)L = L  ; |
di

d = L ddii=d 1
              (7) 

 
For instance, if dL/dt = 0 (i.e., when L it is 
independent of time), the inductance necessary 
according to the Electromagnetic Induction Law is 
the dynamic inductance Ld: 
 

         
L=

di
d=

dt
di

)
dt

d(--
=

dt
di
e-=L

dt
diL- = e

d
ψ

ψ               (8) 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Curves of static Ls = f1(i) and dynamic Ld = f2(i) 
inductances as a function of current. 

 
The dynamic inductance Ld is variable and 

depends on the current i (see Fig. 4). During the 
transient process of the industrial ecosystem 
movement among multiple stable states, therefore, 
we must work with the dynamic inductance rather 
than static inductance (Fig. 4), taking into account all 
further technical consequences. 
 
2.2 Useful Mechanical Work of Armature 
in Movement 
For any electromagnet with embedded energy in the 
ferromagnetic core, the electromagnetic forces draw 
the armature to the core and reduce the air gap as a 
result. 

In the evaluation of the mechanical work W12 
caused by the magnetic field forces (when the 
armature is in movement), we consider an 
electromagnet characterized at the initial equilibrium 
point by the air gap magnitude δ1 and the flux curve 
Ψ = f1(I) on which, in the first stable regime, the 
operation has been stabilized at point 1, with the 
coordinates I1 and Ψ1 (see Fig. 5a). 
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 (a) 
 

 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 5. Characterization of initial (a) and final (b) stable 
states of the electromagnet with the armature in motion. 

 
After the armature attraction, the final stable state 

is described by the air gap δ2 (with δ2 < δ1) and by 
the flux characteristic Ψ = f2(I), on which is found 
the second equilibrium point (point 2), with 
coordinates I2 and Ψ2 (Fig. 5b). 

With Equation (4), the energy embedded in the 
magnetic field in the initial state Wm1 and the final 
state Wm2 is proportional to the hatched surfaces in 
Fig. 5. That is, 

 

                (9a) )(01  surface= d i = W 1
0

m1

1

ψψ
ψ

⋅∫

               (9b) )(02  surface= d i = W 2
0

m2

2

ψψ
ψ

⋅∫
 
Moreover, it is assumed that the evolution from 

initial state 1 to final state 2 occurs slowly, according 
to the ecosystem exergy accumulation in the loop, so 

that all intermediary states are stationary.  
Therefore, in the frame (I, Ψ), all intermediary 

balance points are on the curve between points 1 and 
2, Ψ = Ψ(I), as illustrated in Fig. 6. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Evolution curve ψ = ψ(I) and the change 
in magnetic energy ΔWm when the armature moves. 

 
In these conditions, during the armature movement 

(from δ1 to δ2), a dual energy change occurs between 
the source and the magnetic field. First, the source 
provides to the electromagnet the change in energy 
ΔWm, proportional to the hatched surface 
corresponding to the flux variation from Ψ1 to Ψ2 on 
the evolution curve Ψ(I) in Fig. 6: 

 

           (10) )12(  surface= d i = W 21m

2

1

ψψψ
ψ

ψ

⋅Δ ∫
 
Second, the magnetic field forces perform 
mechanical work W12, corresponding to the 
displacement Δδ of the electromagnet armature. 

Consequently, in the absence of the dissipative 
magnetic forces, the energy balance of the 
electromagnet in the technical reference frame, 
under the varying conditions of the state-quantities 
due to the armature movement, is described by the 
following equation: 

 
                W + W  =  W + W 12m2mm1 Δ               (11) 

 
Within the reference frame of industrial ecology, it 

is helpful to write the exergy balance for the 
previous situation on basis of input-output analysis: 

 
         0=−−Δ+ desoutsysin XXXX            (12) 
 
where Xin is the input exergy, corresponding to the 
magnetic field embodied energy in the initial stable 
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state; ΔXsys is the change in exergy of the system 
during the transient process; Xout represents the 
output exergy (including both the magnetic field 
embodied energy in the final stable state and the net 
transfer exergy by useful mechanical work); and Xdes 
is the exergy destruction by the dissipative magnetic 
forces of the system. 

Neglecting the exergy destroyed by dissipative 
forces, the meanings of equations (11) and (12) are 
similar, but they are expressed in physical-technical 
and ecological terms, respectively. The use of 
exergy, as noted earlier, provides insights into 
environmental and ecological impact. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Mechanical work W12 at armature movement. 
 

The mechanical work performed, which can be 
expressed as , can be 
illustrated graphically with equations (9) and (10): 

W - W + W = W m2mm112 Δ

 

(012)  surface= )(02  surface-
- )12(  surface+ )(01  surface= W

2

21112

ψ
ψψψ

 (

 

13) 

he mechanical work W12 performed by the 
m

 simple 
ev

• t a constant current I = I  = const., when the 

T
agnetic field forces when the electromagnet 

armature is in motion is equal to the surface (012) in 
Fig. 7, bounded by the curves Ψ = f1(I), Ψ = f2(I) and 
by the evolution curve Ψ = Ψ(I). The area (012) is 
represented by the hatched surface in Fig. 7. 

In the coordinates frame (IOΨ), the most
olution curves Ψ(I) from stable state 1 to stable 

state 2 are parallel straight lines with the axes (see 
Fig. 8): 

 
a 1

evolution is described by the straight line '12  or 
• at a constant flux Ψ = Ψ1 = const., when the 

evolution follows the straight line 12" . 
 

 
 Fig. 8. Two particular evolutions ψ = ψ(I): 1-2'(  I = 

 
 such cases, the mechanical work W12, on the 

ba

 is 
al

at
const.) and 1-2" (at ψ = const.). 

In
sis of the graphical interpretation described earlier, 

can be approximated with the following relations: 
a) W12 = W12' at I = const. (when the evolution
ong the straight line '12 ), where 

 

I2
1 = I)-(

2
1 

 )2 surface(0= W

112112

12

ψψψ Δ≈

≈'1'

                        (14) 

 
b) W12 = W12" at Ψ = const. (when the evolution is 

along the straight line 12" ), where 
 

 

I2
1- = )I-I(

2
1- =

= )I-I(
2
1  )12" surface(0= W

121121

21112"

Δ

≈

ψψ

ψ
     (15) 

 
nce again, an analogy exists between technical 

sy

 Discussion 
highlighted in this analysis: 

(static 
L

O
stems and ecosystems. People have discovered the 

laws of nature and used them in engineering 
applications. The concepts we are use describe the 
characteristics of nature (e.g., features, quantities and 
parameters). We consider, for instance, that 
parameters in the field of electromagnetism also 
have significance as environmental parameters. So, 
taking into account an ecosystem model, the 
electromagnet can be thought of as in an industrial 
ecosystem, where it can perform mechanical work 
with a magnitude depending on environmental 
parameters, e.g., electric current intensity and 
magnetic flux density. 
 
3
Several points are 

1. Due to the existence of two inductances 
s and dynamic Ld), the “risk” of the double 
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interpretation appears often. Only if the coils do not 
have a ferromagnetic core (when Ψ = f(i) is a straight 
line) are the two inductances (static and dynamic) 
the same, i.e., Ls = Ld = L and Ψ = Li. This result 
implies that, during the transient process of the 
industrial ecosystem moving among multiple stable 
states, it is advantageous to work with the dynamic 
inductance instead of static inductance. 

2. Graphical interpretations have been obtained 
th

 
te

nt and magnetic flux are 
te

eoretically of the classical formulas for the 
calculation of mechanical work, both at constant 
current (I = const.) and at constant flux (Ψ = const). 

Once again an analogy is observed between the
chnical system and an ecosystem. People have 

used laws of nature in engineering applications, and 
concepts, characteristics and features associated with 
natural phenomena are utilized in engineering 
applications in what we refer to here as technical 
regimes. In addition, we need to consider that many 
quantities and parameters in the field of 
electromagnetism also have significance relative to 
the ecological surroundings. So, taking into account 
the ecosystem model, the electromagnet device as an 
industrial ecosystem can perform mechanical work 
with a magnitude that depends on electric current 
and magnetic flux. These last two quantities are 
examined further in relation to the environmental 
perspective of this paper. 

Although electric curre
chnical quantities defined within electromagnetism 

theory, they have environmental relations and as 
such arguably may be viewed as environmental 
parameters. Usually, we characterize the 
environment through such classical parameters as 
its temperature, pressure, volume, humidity, etc. In 
recent decades, numerous studies have been 
reported that suggest we also need to consider 
electromagnetic waves as environment quantities. 
For instance, a study [20] performed in 2002 by 
Spectrum Management assessed the electromagnetic 
field intensity in the city of Toronto, Canada. In the 
investigation, electromagnetic field intensity levels 
were measured within the frequency range 150 kHz 
to 3 GHz at selected locations. The results 
emphasized that human activities, such as maritime 
and aeronautical services, television broadcast, 
wireless cable TV or cellular and paging, are 
increasing the environmental impacts caused by 
electromagnetic field intensity levels. Also, we know 
that radioactive materials, both natural and 
anthropogenic (e.g., materials artificially created by 
people during nuclear activities) can emit gamma 
rays. Electromagnetic waves exist not only because 
of human activities, but also due to natural sources 
in the Universe. For example, the Sun is a source of 

ultraviolet (UV) radiation, and the full Moon and 
stars, and other “hot” objects in space emit UV 
electromagnetic waves. Radio waves, UV waves, 
gamma rays and all the other parts of the 
electromagnetic spectrum are fundamentally part of 
the Electromagnetic Field. The electromagnetic 
spectrum is usually expressed in terms of energy, 
wavelength or frequency, but we need to understand 
more about the environmental features of 
electromagnetic field quantities. This enhanced 
understanding may be achievable within the 
framework of Industrial Ecology, which permits an 
alternate viewpoint of human applications, related 
both to the technical and environmental reference 
systems. In line with this idea, a first step might be to 
view the magnetic induction (magnetic flux density) 
B and the electric current intensity I as 
environmental parameters. 

3. With the general expression ψ⋅⋅ I
2
1 = W m  for 

the e chanical wombedded magnetic energy, the me rk 
expressions W12' from equation (14) and W12" from 
equation (15) (performed by the armature in motion) 
can be written in a unitary mode with the following 
expressions: 
 

| W = W ct.=Im1212 Δ'   and  
 

 Conclusions 
ing sustainability concepts to 

its 
ap

 | W - = W ct.=m1212" ψΔ  

4
The benefits of us
understand the efficiencies of systems and devices 
which use and convert electric energy and to guide 
improvement efforts have been demonstrated. The 
laws of nature should be used in assessing technical 
applications by applying the model of an 
ecosystem. It is concluded that the concepts 
encompassing exergy and embodied energy have a 
significant role to play in evaluating and increasing 
the efficiencies of such devices. Exergy should 
prove useful in such activities to engineers and 
scientists, as well as decision and policy makers. 

The results suggest that exergy analysis and 
plication to many other devices that convert and 

use electrical energy or are driven by electricity 
merit further investigation, within the framework of 
industrial ecology, and such research is the subject 
of further investigations by the authors. As energy 
policies increasingly play an important role in 
addressing development and sustainability issues, 
decision and policy makers would also benefit from 
an appreciation the exergy concept and its 
applications. 
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